DÜSSELDORF, GERMANY
Internship in Process Optimization – Regional Engineering Adhesive Operations Europe

HENKEL IS FOR THOSE WHO STEP UP. DO YOU?

At Henkel, you can make a difference and craft your career. That’s why you own your projects and take full responsibility from an early stage. Our unique brands in markets around the world open up countless opportunities to follow your convictions and explore new paths. If you have an entrepreneurial mindset that allows you to always think out of the box – take the chance and shape the digital future together with us.

YOUR ROLE

- Develop a strategic approach for a comprehensive process analysis
- Data Analysis of different production processes
- Analysis of the processes regarding technical and economic measures to identify saving potentials
- Development of technical measures to improve economic, technical, sustainable and quality aspects
- Insights into different production processes
- Support training of operators

YOUR SKILLS

- Top of the class student in process engineering, chemistry, mechanical engineering, or data analysis sciences
- Experience in process engineering and process development
- Experience in Data Analysis of large data sets
- Excellent language skills in English and German
- Firm knowledge and understanding of MS-Office and AutoCAD
- Team-oriented, flexible, and analytical personality
- Desire to take on a high level of responsibility and put the knowledge gained during studies into practice

JOB ID: 21017798
Contract & Job type: Full Time, Limited Term
Contact information for application-related questions: Recruitment-Germany@henkel.com

#KEEPINVENTING #KEEPDEVELOPING #STEPUP #STAYCURIOUS #RULETHECHANGE #CHANGETHEGAME